eMazzanti Technologies Named to 2019 MSSP Alert Top
Managed Security Services Providers List
Third Annual List Honors Leading Managed Security Services Providers (MSSPs), MDR Service Providers
and Cybersecurity Companies
Hoboken, NJ -- (Cision) September 26, 2019 – MSSP Alert,
published by After Nines Inc., has named eMazzanti
Technologies to the Top 200 MSSPs list for 2019. The list and
research identify and honor the top 200 managed security
services providers (MSSPs) that specialize in comprehensive,
outsourced cybersecurity services.
eMazzanti placed 139th on the just announced MSSP Alert 2019
world-wide MSSP ranking. The company also recently ranked
first out of 133 firms listed on the Top NYC Managed IT
Services Providers list by Clutch.
The Top 200 MSSP rankings are based on MSSP Alert’s 2019
readership survey combined with aggregated third-party
research. MSSPs featured throughout the list and research
proactively monitor, manage and mitigate cyber threats for businesses, government agencies,
educational institutions and nonprofit organizations of all sizes.
“With today’s business threats, companies are finding that security, cloud and revenue-enhancing
managed services make them more competitive,” said Jennifer Mazzanti, CEO, eMazzanti Technologies.
“eMazzanti’s ranking on the MSSP Alert Top 200 List reflects our strong commitment to cyber-security
and our customers’ success.”
“After Nines Inc. and MSSP Alert congratulate eMazzanti Technologies on this year’s honor,” said Amy
Katz, CEO of After Nines Inc. “Amid the ongoing cybersecurity talent shortage, thousands of MSPs and
IT consulting firms are striving to move into the managed security market. The Top 200 list honors the
MSSP market’s true pioneers.”
MSSP Alert: Top 200 MSSPs 2019 – Research Highlights
The MSSP Alert readership survey revealed several major trends in the managed security services
provider market. Chief among them:
• The Top 5 business drivers for managed security services are talent shortages; regulatory

compliance needs; the availability of cloud services; ransomware attacks; and SMB customers
demanding security guidance from partners.

• 69% of MSSPs now run full-blown security operations centers (SOCs) in-house, with 19%

leveraging hybrid models, 8% completely outsourcing SOC services and 4% still formulating
strategies.

• The Top 10 cybersecurity vendors assisting MSSPs, in order of reader preference, are Fortinet,

AT&T Cybersecurity, Cisco Systems, BlackBerry Cylance, Palo Alto Networks, Microsoft, SonicWall,
Carbon Black, Tenable and Webroot (a Carbonite company).

eMazzanti’s Customer-focused Growth
To achieve its worldwide leadership status in the MSSP industry, eMazzanti Technologies focuses on IT
security and other services for retailers, manufacturing companies, government and law firms. This
mirrors a trend in the industry to concentrate on niche markets. The addition of innovative digital
marketing and information governance offerings have also helped to strengthen customer loyalty and
fuel revenue growth.
eMazzanti customers enjoy increased data security, productivity and profitability with the company’s
comprehensive cloud offerings. Likewise, eCare managed services and responsive 24/7 expert
assistance keep them running without interruption.
Other related resource information:
Master IoT Cyber-Security Challenges with Comprehensive, Multi-layer Security
3 Simple Things to Protect Against Cyberattacks
About eMazzanti Technologies
eMazzanti’s team of trained, certified IT experts rapidly deliver increased revenue growth, data security
and productivity for clients ranging from law firms to high-end global retailers, expertly providing
advanced retail and payment technology, digital marketing services, cloud and mobile solutions, multisite implementations, 24×7 outsourced network management, remote monitoring and support.
eMazzanti has made the Inc. 5000 list eight consecutive years, is a 4X Microsoft Partner of the Year,
the #1 Ranked NYC Managed Service Provider, NJ Business of the Year, and 5X WatchGuard Partner of
the Year! Contact: 1-866-362-9926, info@emazzanti.net or http://www.emazzanti.net Twitter:
@emazzanti Facebook: Facebook.com/emazzantitechnologies.
About After Nines Inc.
After Nines Inc. provides timeless IT guidance for strategic partners and IT security professionals
across ChannelE2E and MSSP Alert. ChannelE2E tracks every stage of the IT service provider
journey—from entrepreneur to exit. MSSP Alert is the global voice for Managed Security Services
Providers (MSSPs).

